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We study the imprints of a cosmological redshift-dependent pseudoscalar field ϕ on the rotation of
cosmic microwave background (CMB) linear polarization generated by a coupling ϕFμνF̃μν. We show how
either phenomenological or theoretically motivated redshift dependence of the pseudoscalar field, such as
those in models of early dark energy, quintessence, or axionlike dark matter, lead to CMB polarization and
temperature-polarization power spectra which exhibit a multipole dependence which goes beyond the
widely adopted approximation in which the redshift dependence of the linear polarization angle is
neglected. Because of this multipole dependence, the isotropic birefringence effect due to a general
coupling ϕFμνF̃μν is not degenerate with a systematic calibration angle uncertainty. By taking this
multipole dependence into account, we calculate the parameters of these phenomenological and theoretical
redshift dependencies of the pseudoscalar field which can be detected by future CMB polarization
experiments on the basis of a χ2 analysis for a Wishart likelihood. As a final example of our approach, we
compute by Markov chain Monte Carlo the minimal coupling gϕ in early dark energy which could be
detected by future experiments, with or without marginalizing on a systematic rotation angle uncertainty.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When the electromagnetic tensor Fμν is coupled to a
pseudoscalar field ϕðxÞ, a new term appears in the
Lagrangian density:

L ⊃ −
gϕ
4
ϕFμνF̃μν; ð1Þ

where gϕ is a model-dependent coupling constant
and F̃μν ≡ 1

2
ϵμνρσFρσ is the dual of the electromagnetic

tensor. The plane of linear polarization of a single photon
propagating in this evolving cosmological pseudoscalar
field background undergoes a rotation given by [1,2]

gϕ
2
½ϕðxÞ − ϕðxemÞ�; ð2Þ

where ϕðxemÞ is the value of the pseudoscalar field
when light is emitted. This effect is called cosmological
birefringence.
First upper limits on the coupling constant gϕ were based

on optical imaging polarimetry of radio galaxies [2–7].
Soon after, it was realized that cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) polarization could also be used to study this

interaction which induces a rotation of the plane of linear
polarization [8–10] to leading order in gϕ as well as circular
polarization to the next-to-leading order [11,12].
Both the redshift dependence [11,13–18] and the inho-

mogeneities [18–23] of the cosmological pseudoscalar field
contribute to cosmological birefringence. In this paper, we
study the imprints of the isotropic redshift dependence of ϕ
along the line of sight from the last scattering surface to the
observer into CMB parity even and odd power spectra. We
consider either phenomenological or theoretically moti-
vated redshift dependence of the pseudoscalar field, such as
those in models of early dark energy (EDE), quintessence
(DE), or axionlike dark matter (DM) [13,14,24–31].
As already pointed out [11,13,14,16–18], this redshift

dependence induces a multipole dependence of the cos-
mological birefringence effect in the CMB power spectra
which goes beyond the widely used approximation for
which the rotation angle is assumed constant in redshift [8].
Although this approximation is a key working assumption
for deriving constraints from CMB polarization data
[32–43] and forecasting the capabilities of future experi-
ments [44–47], we believe it is timely to fully exploit the
theoretical predictions of isotropic cosmological birefrin-
gence for two main reasons.
First, by assuming the isotropic birefringence angle as

independent on themultipoles, an exact degeneracy between
the cosmological birefringence effect and the uncertainty in
the calibration anglewhichwould be otherwise absent opens
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up. We explicitly show how taking into account the redshift
dependence of cosmological birefringence mitigate this
degeneracy (see also Refs. [16,17]).
As a second point, we stress that the advance in data

analysis and in the increasingly precision of CMB polari-
zation data shrank error bars approximately by a factor
of 3 from the Planck analysis on data release 2 [36]: Hints
of isotropic cosmic birefringence within the constant
angle approximation were claimed with Planck data
release 3 (DR3) [48], Planck data release 4 (DR4) [49],
and more recently with WMAP 9-year and data-processing
pipeline called NPIPE [50] (α ¼ 0.342þ0.094

−0.091 deg [51]). For
a recent review, see Ref. [52]. We will indeed show that the
differences between a physical model and the constant
angle approximation are important and within the reach of
future CMB polarization experiments.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we review

the Boltzmann equation in the presence of an isotropic
redshift-dependent birefringence. We compare the power
spectra for some phenomenological models with the widely
used approximation where the time dependence of the
linear polarization angle is neglected. The study of theo-
retically motivated redshift dependence of the pseudoscalar
field is presented in Sec. III: early dark energy, quintes-
sence, and axionlike dark matter. In Sec. IV, we present the
forecasts for CMB experiments, focusing, in particular,
on LiteBIRD on the basis of a χ2 analysis for a Wishart
likelihood, and we perform few exploratory runs exploring
the whole cosmological and birefringence parameter space
using the Markov chain Monte Carlo code CosmoMC. We
conclude in Sec. V.
In this work, we use natural units, ℏ¼ c¼ 1, and assume

flat ΛCDM cosmological model with Planck 2018 esti-
mates of cosmological parameters [53]: Ωbh2 ¼ 0.02237,
Ωch2 ¼ 0.120, τ ¼ 0.0544, ns ¼ 0.9649, ln ð1010AsÞ ¼
3.044, and H0¼100hkms−1Mpc−1¼67.36kms−1Mpc−1.

II. EFFECTS OF REDSHIFT EVOLUTION OF THE
BIREFRINGENCE FIELD

The linear polarization rotation for a CMB photon is
described by

Q ¼ Qrec cos ð2βÞ þUrec sin ð2βÞ; ð3Þ

U ¼ Urec cos ð2βÞ −Qrec sin ð2βÞ; ð4Þ

where Qrec and Urec are the Stokes parameters at recombi-
nation, when CMB photons are last scattered.1

In the case of an isotropic time-dependent birefringence
angle induced by a cosmological pseudoscalar field,

the Boltzmann equation for linear polarization
contains an additional term proportional to gϕϕ0ðηÞ, where
ϕ0 is the derivative of ϕ with respect to conformal
time η [11,13,14,57]:

Δ0
Q�iUðk; ηÞ þ ikμΔQ�iUðk; ηÞ

¼ −neσTaðηÞ
�
ΔQ�iUðk; ηÞþ

X
m

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
6π

5

r
�2Y

m
2S

ðmÞ
P ðk; ηÞ

�

∓ igϕϕ0ðηÞΔQ�iUðk; ηÞ: ð5Þ

The cosine of the angle between the CMB photon direction
and the Fourier wave vector is indicated by μ, ne is the
number density of free electrons, σT is the Thomson
cross section, sY

m
2 are spherical harmonics with spin weight

s, and SðmÞ
P ðk; ηÞ is the source term generating linear

polarization.
In order to integrate along the line of sight, we note

that [14]

Δ0
Q�iUðk; ηÞ þ ½ikμþ τ0ðηÞ � igϕϕ0ðηÞ�ΔQ�iUðk; ηÞ

¼ e−ikμηeτðηÞe∓i2αðηÞ d
dη

½eikμηe−τðηÞe�i2αðηÞΔQ�iUðk; ηÞ�;

ð6Þ

where we introduced the differential optical depth τ0ðηÞ≡
neσTaðηÞ and we formally integrated ϕ0ðηÞ defining
αðηÞ ¼ gϕ

2
ϕðηÞ, defined up to a constant. Therefore, the

Boltzmann Eq. (5) can be rewritten as

e−ikμηeτðηÞe∓i2αðηÞ d
dη

½eikμηe−τðηÞe�i2αðηÞΔQ�iUðk; ηÞ�

¼ −τ0ðηÞ
X
m

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
6π

5

r
�2Y

m
2S

ðmÞ
P ðk; ηÞ: ð7Þ

Following the integration along the line-of-sight method-
ology [58], we obtain these expressions for the polarization
Cl auto- and cross-spectra:

CXY
l ¼ ð4πÞ2 9ðlþ 2Þ!

16ðl − 2Þ!
Z

k2dk½ΔX;lðk; η0ÞΔY;lðk; η0Þ�;

ð8Þ

CTX
l ¼ ð4πÞ2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
9ðlþ 2Þ!
16ðl − 2Þ!

s Z
k2dkΔT;lðk; η0ÞΔX;lðk; η0Þ;

ð9Þ

where X, Y can be either E or B. The integrals defining the
polarization scalar perturbations ΔT;l, ΔE;l, and ΔB;l are,
respectively,

1We follow CMB-HEALPix coordinate conventions: The
linear polarization angle increases clockwise looking toward
the source [54–56].
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ΔT;lðk; η0Þ ¼
Z

η0

ηrec

dηgðηÞSTðk; ηÞjlðkη0 − kηÞ; ð10Þ

ΔE;lðk; η0Þ ¼
Z

η0

ηrec

dηgðηÞSð0ÞP ðk; ηÞ jlðkη0 − kηÞ
ðkη0 − kηÞ2

× cos 2½αðηÞ − αðη0Þ�; ð11Þ

ΔB;lðk; η0Þ ¼
Z

η0

ηrec

dηgðηÞSð0ÞP ðk; ηÞ jlðkη0 − kηÞ
ðkη0 − kηÞ2

× sin 2½αðηÞ − αðη0Þ�: ð12Þ

Here, STðk; ηÞ [Sð0ÞP ðk; ηÞ] is the source term for temperature
[scalar polarization] anisotropies, and jl is the spherical
Bessel function of the order of l.
Note that ΔE and ΔB are sensitive to cosmic birefrin-

gence through a term proportional to αðηÞ − αðη0Þ, where
αðηÞ describes linear polarization rotation from recombi-
nation (ηrec) to time η:

αðηÞ ¼
Z

η

ηrec

α0ðη1Þdη1: ð13Þ

The visibility function gðηÞ ¼ τ0ðηÞe−τðηÞ [58] is not
constant for photons propagating from last scattering to
nowadays: It reaches its maximum at recombination, and a
second peak is present at the reionization epoch, but it is
several orders of magnitude smaller. The visibility function
of the Boltzmann code CAMB [59] is plotted in Fig. 1 as a
function of the redshift.
Since the visibility function is highly peaked at recom-

bination, a widely used approximation consists in evalu-
ating the new term αðηÞ − αðη0Þ appearing in Eqs. (11) and
(12) at recombination [24]. In this approximation,

αðηÞ − αðη0Þ ≃ αðηrecÞ − αðη0Þ≡ ᾱ; ð14Þ

the constant terms cosð2ᾱÞ and sinð2ᾱÞ exit integration over
time in Eqs. (11) and (12), and the following expressions
for the power spectra as a function of the power spectra at
recombination (rec) are obtained (assuming at recombina-
tion both CBB;rec

l ¼ 0 and vanishing parity odd power
spectra CTB;rec

l ¼ CEB;rec
l ¼ 0) [8,9,14,60,61]:

CTE;const
l ¼ CTE;rec

l cosð2ᾱÞ; ð15Þ

CTB;const
l ¼ CTE;rec

l sinð2ᾱÞ; ð16Þ

CEE;const
l ¼ CEE;rec

l cos2ð2ᾱÞ; ð17Þ

CBB;const
l ¼ CEE;rec

l sin2ð2ᾱÞ; ð18Þ

CEB;const
l ¼ 1

2
CEE;rec
l sinð4ᾱÞ: ð19Þ

The main purpose of this paper is to compare the results
of Eqs. (8) and (9) with the constant approximation of
Eqs. (15)–(19).
In order to study in a more detailed way the effects of

isotropic cosmic birefringence αðηÞ, we modified source
terms in the Boltzmann code CAMB [59] following Eqs. (11)
and (12). In Fig. 2, we compare the effects on the power
spectra of a sudden or instantaneous rotation ᾱ ¼ 1 deg
occurring at different epochs. The initial value of the linear
polarization angle is always αðηrecÞ ¼ 0 deg, and then α
drops to −1 deg, but at different epochs. We consider, in
particular, αðηÞ¼−1=2f1þ tanh ½104ðx−x�Þ�g deg, where
x≡ ðη−ηrecÞ=ðη0−ηrecÞ and x� ¼ f0.005;0.25;0.5;0.996g.
To give an idea of the numbers involved inΛCDM, we have
xðηrecÞ ¼ 0, xðηz¼100Þ ¼ 0.08, xðηz¼10Þ ¼ 0.31, xðηz¼5Þ ¼
0.44, and xðη0Þ ¼ 1. If the change of the linear polarization
angle happens nowadays (at η ≃ η0, or x� ≃ 1), then we
clearly have αðηÞ − αðη0Þ ¼ 1 deg during all integration
along the line of sight. In this case, the power spectra
obtained using the modified Boltzmann code exactly
coincide with the analytic expressions in Eqs. (15)–(19)
with fixed ᾱ ¼ 1 deg. Note that a miscalibration of the
orientation of the detector is assimilable to a rotation at the
present time of the linear polarization vector and gives an
analog effect on the power spectra [61–63]. We clearly see
that the earlier in time the rotation happens, the smaller are
the effects on the power spectra (in particular, the difference
is larger at lower l). For BB, we also plot the power spectra
induced by lensing (black dotted line) and tensor perturba-
tions assuming tensor-to-scalar ratio r ¼ 10−2 (dashed black
line) and r ¼ 10−3 (dot-dashed black line). For a detailed
discussion of the impact of lensing on cosmic birefringence,
we refer to Ref. [64].
In Fig. 3, we show the output of the modified Boltzmann

code considering a rotation ᾱ of linear polarization
(i) localized only at early times (from last scattering to
reionization)

FIG. 1. CAMB visibility function (gCAMB) as a function of
redshift z; blue band, 7 < z < 12; green band, z ¼ zrec � 100
(zrec ≃ 1059).
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FIG. 2. (a) Evolution of αðηÞ − αðη0Þ as a function of conformal time ðη − ηrecÞ=ðη0 − ηrecÞ; α always starts at αðηrecÞ ¼ 0 deg and
ends at αðη0Þ ¼ −1 deg, but the “sudden or instantaneous rotation” happens at different times: The purple line corresponds to a rotation
near present time x� ≡ ðη� − ηrecÞ=ðη0 − ηrecÞ ¼ 0.996, the orange line corresponds to a rotation occurring at x� ¼ 0.5, the yellow line
corresponds to a rotation occurring at x� ¼ 0.25, and the green line corresponds to a rotation near last scattering surface x� ¼ 0.005—the
CAMB visibility function gCAMB is plotted in red (on a different scale); angular power spectra obtained with the modified version of CAMB

are compared in (b) CEE
l − CEE

l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (c) CBB
l , where we plot for comparison also the signal induced by gravitational lensing (black

dotted line), primordial signal for r ¼ 10−2 (black dashed line), and primordial signal for r ¼ 10−3 (black dot-dashed line),
(d) CTE

l − CTE
l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (e) CTB

l , and (f) CEB
l .

FIG. 3. (a) Evolution of the birefringence angle α as a function of conformal time ðη − ηrecÞ=ðη0 − ηrecÞ: rotation angle equal to 1 deg
(0.1 deg) from last scattering to reionization [green continuous (dash-dotted line) line]; rotation angle equal to 1 deg (0.1 deg) from
reionization to nowadays [blue continuous (dash-dotted line) line]—the CAMB visibility function gCAMB is plotted in red (on a different
scale); angular power spectra obtained with the modified version of CAMB are compared in (b) CEE

l − CEE
l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (c) CBB

l ,
(d) CTE

l − CTE
l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (e) CTB

l , and (f) CEB
l .
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αðηÞ¼ ᾱ

�
tanh½104ðx−0.001Þ�þ1

2

−
tanh½104ðx−0.25Þ�þ1

2

�

or (ii) only at late times (from reionization to nowadays)

αðηÞ ¼ ᾱ

�
tanh½104ðx − 0.25Þ� þ 1

2

−
tanh½104ðx − 0.996Þ� þ 1

2

�
:

Since the linear polarization rotation is not constant over
time, the effects on the power spectra are different. If α is
rotated only at early times the effects on the power spectra
are localized at l≳ 10. Otherwise, if the linear polarization
angle rotates after reionization (late times), the effects are
visible only at l ≲ 10.
Interestingly, we stress that birefringence effects on the

power spectra can be present even if αðηrecÞ ¼ αðη0Þ,
differently from what is stated in Ref. [29]. In this case,
according to the analytic expressions in Eqs. (15)–(19),
there should be no effects, since ᾱ ¼ 0. On the contrary,
there are evident effects on the power spectra using the
modified CAMB code based on the Boltzmann equation for
cosmic birefringence; see, in particular, Fig. 4. See also the
Appendix for other interesting phenomenological cases
with αðηrecÞ ¼ αðη0Þ.

III. THEORY MODELING

In an expanding universe, a spatially homogeneous
scalar field obeys

ϕ̈þ 3H _ϕ −
dV
dϕ

¼ 0; ð20Þ

where the overdot denotes derivative respect to cosmic
time t. In this section, we specify the potential VðϕÞ
for (a) axionlike early dark energy (Sec. III A), (b) quintes-
sence (Sec. III B), and (c) axionlike dark matter
(Sec. III C). From the evolution of ϕðtÞ, we estimate
the effects on CMB power spectra using a modified
version of CAMB [59].

A. Axionlike as early dark energy

Early dark energy was proposed in order to solve the
tension between the local and the cosmological measure-
ments of the Hubble parameter [27,30,31,65,66]. In this
case, we consider a potential of the form

VðϕÞ ¼ Λ4

�
1 − cos

ϕ

f

�
n
; ð21Þ

describing the spontaneous breaking of a continuous
symmetry at scale f. The evolution of the pseudoscalar
field ϕ is determined by the following system of
equations:

FIG. 4. (a) Oscillating birefringence angle with ᾱ≡ αðηrecÞ − αðη0Þ ¼ 0 deg—the linear polarization angle oscillates between 1 and
−1 deg: αðηÞ ¼ sinð20πxÞ (green line); we plot for comparison also the case of a sudden rotation of � deg (�0.1 deg) occurring at the
present time—see the continuous (dot-dashed) red and blue lines. (b) CEE

l − CEE
l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (c) CBB

l , (d) CTE
l − CTE

l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (e) CTB
l ,

and (f) CEB
l .
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ϕ̈þ 3H _ϕþ nΛ4

f

�
1 − cos

ϕ

f

�
n−1

sin
ϕ

f
¼ 0;

H2 ¼ 1

3M2
pl

ðρRAD þ ρMAT þ ρΛ þ ρϕÞ; ð22Þ

whereMpl ¼ 2.43 × 1018 GeV is the reduced Planck mass.
Initially, the field is frozen and acts as a cosmological
constant, and it begins to oscillate when the effective
mass becomes of the order of H. In practice, we solve
numerically this system in the new variable x≡ ln t=ti,

from a fixed point ti in the radiation-dominated era to
nowadays (t0):

dΘ
dx2

þ
�
3

a
da
dx

−1

�
dΘ
dx

t2i e
2x nΛ

4

f2
ð1− cosΘÞn−1 sinΘ¼ 0;

da
dx

¼ tiexHia

�
ΩRAD;i

�
ai
a

�
4

þΩMAT;i

�
ai
a

�
3

þΩΛ;i

þ1

6

f2

H2
i M

2
plt

2
i
e−2x

�
dΘ
dx

�
2

þ1

3

Λ4

H2
i M

2
pl

ð1− cosΘÞn
�
1=2

;

ð23Þ

where ΘðtÞ≡ ϕðtÞ=f. In the oscillating regime, for
n ¼ 2, we approximate the evolution of Θ as a
function of cosmic time with an elliptic sine (sn); see
Refs. [67–69]. In particular, for fixed Λ ¼ 0.417 eV,
f ¼ 0.05Mpl ¼ 1.22 × 1017 GeV, Θi ¼ 1, and _Θi ¼ 0,
the following numerical fit for Θ is obtained [70]:

ΘðηÞ ≃
�
−6.49 × 10−3 þ 2.15 × 10−3

η0
η

�

� sn
�
6.35 × 10−1 þ 5.18 × 102

η

η0
;
1ffiffiffi
2

p
�
: ð24Þ

In Fig. 5, we plot this function for Θ as a function of
redshift z, from recombination to z ¼ 0.
In Fig. 6, we plot the power spectra using the evolution

of ΘðηÞ directly provided by the CAMB code. Note that

FIG. 5. Early dark energy, evolution ofΘ as a function of z from
recombination to nowadays for fixed n ¼ 2, Λ ¼ 0.417 eV,
f ¼ 0.05Mpl ¼ 1.22 × 1017 GeV, Θi ¼ 1, and _Θi ¼ 0: numeri-
cal fit of Eq. (24) (green line) and the evolution provided by
CAMB-1.3.2 (blue line); in this version of CAMB, EDE is imple-
mented following Ref. [71].

FIG. 6. Early dark energy: (a) evolution for Θ≡ ϕ=f as a function of the redshift (green line) provided by the code CAMB for fixed
n ¼ 2, Λ ¼ 0.417 eV, f ¼ 0.05Mpl ¼ 1.22 × 1017 GeV, Θi ¼ 1, and _Θi ¼ 0; the CAMB visibility function gCAMP is plotted in red (on a
different scale). Assuming gϕ ¼ 8.17 × 10−18 GeV−1 or gϕ ¼ 3.5 × 10−19 GeV−1, we plot the angular power spectra for
(b) CEE

l − CEE
l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (c) CBB

l , (d) CTE
l − CTE

l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (e) CTB
l , and (f) CEB

l .
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for this model Θðη0Þ is negligible compared to the values
at ηrec, since the field is quickly oscillating at z ¼ 0.
We consider two values of the coupling constant: gϕ ¼
8.17×10−18 GeV−1—corresponding to ᾱ ¼ 1.15 deg—
and gϕ ¼ 3.5 × 10−19 GeV−1—corresponding to ᾱ¼
0.05 deg. For EE and TE we decided to plot the difference
with the standard unrotated spectra, CEE

l − CEE
l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ and

CTE
l − CTE

l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, in order to underline the differences.

B. Axionlike as dark energy

We consider dark energy driven by an axionlike pseu-
doscalar, as suggested in Ref. [72], with a potential:

VðϕÞ ¼ M4

�
1þ cos

ϕ

f

�
: ð25Þ

We solve numerically the system in the new variable x,
as in the previous subsection:

dΘ
dx2

þ
�
3

a
da
dx

− 1

�
dΘ
dx

− t2i e
2x M

4

f2
sinΘ ¼ 0;

da
dx

¼ tiexHia

�
ΩRAD;i

�
ai
a

�
4

þΩMAT;i

�
ai
a

�
3

þ1

6

f2

H2
i M

2
plt

2
i
e−2x

�
dΘ
dx

�
2

þ1

3

M4

H2
i M

2
pl

ð1þ cosΘÞ
�
1=2

:

For M ∼ 10−3 eV and f ≲Mpl, the pseudoscalar field
mimics the cosmological constant contribution. There are

indications from string theory that f cannot be larger than
Mpl [73,74]. In the future, when the expansion rate of the
Universe becomes smaller, the field will start to oscillate
and the Universe will become cold dark matter dominated.
The pseudoscalar field became dynamical only recently.

By fixingM ¼ 1.95 × 10−3 eV, f ¼ 0.265Mpl, Θi ¼ 0.25,
and _Θi ¼ 0, we use the following numerical fit for ΘðηÞ:

ΘðηÞ≃0.25þ1.468×10−4 exp
�
8.857

�
η−ηrec
η0−ηrec

��
: ð26Þ

Differently from the early dark energy model, discussed
in the previous subsection, here the field is not oscillating at
z ¼ 0 and it is important to consider Θðη0Þ. Using this
numerical fit, we evaluate the linear polarization angular
power spectra for gϕ ¼ 1.8 × 10−20 GeV−1, corresponding
to a total rotation angle today αðη0Þ ¼ 0.35 deg. In some
models, the coupling constant between the pseudoscalar
field is assumed to be proportional to the inverse of the
energy breaking scale f [75,76]:

L ⊃ −
CαEM
2πf

ϕFμνF̃μν; ð27Þ

where C ≃Oð1Þ is a model-dependent constant. Therefore,
we discuss also the case gϕ ¼ 2αEM

fπ ≃ 7.2 × 10−21 GeV−1—

corresponding to αðη0Þ ¼ 0.14 deg.
See Fig. 7 for the power spectraCEE

l − CEE
l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ,CBB

l ,
CTE
l −CTE

l ðᾱ¼0Þ, CTB
l , and CEB

l evaluated using CAMB.

FIG. 7. Axionlike dark energy: (a) evolution of ΘðηÞ − Θðη0Þ as a function of conformal time ðη − ηrecÞ=ðη0 − ηrecÞ is plotted in
green at fixed M ¼ 1.95 × 10−3 eV, f ¼ 0.265Mpl, Θi ¼ 0.25, and _Θi ¼ 0; the CAMB visibility function gCAMB is plotted in red (on a

different scale). Assuming gϕ ¼ 1.8 × 10−20 GeV−1 and gϕ ¼ 2αEM
fπ ≃ 7.2 × 10−21 GeV−1, we plot the angular power spectra for

(b) CEE
l − CEE

l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (c) CBB
l , (d) CTE

l − CTE
l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (e) CTB

l , and (f) CEB
l .
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C. Axionlike as dark matter

For an axionlike field acting as dark matter [76–78], we
consider the potential

VðϕÞ ¼ m2
f2

N2

�
1 − cos

ϕN
f

�
; ð28Þ

in the regime where the pseudoscalar field oscillates near
the minimum. The field evolves according to [11,79]

ϕðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6ΩMAT

p H0Mpl

ma3=2ðtÞ

× sin
�
mt

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − ð1 −ΩMATÞ

�
3H0

2m

�
2

s �
; ð29Þ

where the evolution of the scale factor is [80]

aðtÞ ¼
�

ΩMAT

1 −ΩMAT

�1
3

�
sinh

�
3

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − ΩMAT

p
H0t

��2
3

: ð30Þ

Since the Boltzmann CAMB code works in conformal
time, we fit numerically the relation between cosmic and
conformal time from recombination to today; for the
ΛCDM cosmological model with Planck 2018 estimates
of cosmological parameters, we obtain [53]

t ≃
η0

3.5041

�
η

η0

�
3.09358

: ð31Þ

As in the early dark energy case, the field quickly oscillates
at z ¼ 0; therefore, we can assume ϕðη0Þ ≃ 0. We plot
gϕϕðηÞ=2 as a function of the time chosen, a particular
value for m ¼ 10−22 eV and gϕ ¼ 10−14 GeV−1; see
Fig. 8(a). Once the source terms for scalar perturbations
in the Boltzmann code are modified by inserting the new
terms proportional to αðηÞ − αðη0Þ [see Eqs. (11) and (12)],
the rotated power spectra are obtained. In Fig. 8, we
plot CEE

l − CEE
l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, CBB

l , CTE
l − CTE

l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, CTB
l ,

and CEB
l for m ¼ 10−22 eV and for two different values of

the coupling constant: gϕ¼10−14GeV−1—corresponding
to total rotation angle αðη0Þ ¼ 0.52 deg—and gϕ¼
2×10−15GeV−1—corresponding to total rotation angle
αðη0Þ ¼ 0.103 deg.

IV. CURRENT MEASUREMENTS AND
FORECASTS FOR FUTURE EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we discuss the status of current
measurements and forecast the science capabilities of
future experiments in the context of cosmological bire-
fringence. We will analyze various cosmological models
with different approximations by providing effective
Δχ2 and posterior probabilities for parameters by
Monte Carlo Markov chain (MCMC) exploration.
The parity-violating nature of the interaction

generates nonzero parity-odd correlators (CTB
l and

CEB
l ). We therefore consider the full theoretical data

covariance matrix:

FIG. 8. Axionlike dark matter: (a) evolution of gϕϕðηÞ=2 is plotted in green as a function of conformal time ðη − ηrecÞ=ðη0 − ηrecÞ ar
fixedm ¼ 10−22 eV and gϕ ¼ 10−14 GeV−1 (green continuous line); the CAMB visibility function gCAMB is plotted in red (on a different
scale). Assuming gϕ ¼ 10−14 GeV−1 (green continuous line) and gϕ ¼ 2 × 10−15 GeV−1 (light green dashed line), we plot the angular
power spectra for (b) CEE

l − CEE
l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (c) CBB

l , (d) CTE
l − CTE

l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (e) CTB
l , and (f) CEB

l .
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C̄l ¼

0
BB@

C̄TT
l C̄TE

l C̄TB
l

C̄TE
l C̄EE

l C̄EB
l

C̄TB
l C̄EB

l C̄BB
l

1
CCA

¼

0
BB@

CTT
l þ NTT

l CTE
l CTB

l

CTE
l CEE

l þ NEE
l CEB

l

CTB
l CEB

l CBB
l þ NBB

l

1
CCA: ð32Þ

The noise power spectra are obtained by considering an
inverse-variance weighted sum of the noise sensitivity
convolved with a Gaussian beam window function for
each frequency channel ν [81]:

NXX
l ¼

�X
ν

1

NXX
lν

�
−1
; ð33Þ

with

NXX
lν ¼ Δ2

Xν exp

�
lðlþ 1Þ θ

2
FWHMν

8 ln 2

�
; ð34Þ

where X ¼ fT; E; Bg, ΔXν is the detector noise level, and
θFWHMν is the full width half maximum (FWHM) for a
given frequency channel ν.
Following Refs. [82–84], we consider a Wishart like-

lihood and introduce the effective χ2eff :

χ2eff ¼
X
l

ð2lþ 1Þfsky
�

A
jC̄j þ ln

jC̄j
jĈj − 3

�
; ð35Þ

where fsky denotes the observed fraction of the sky, A is
defined as

A ¼ ĈTT
l ðC̄EE

l C̄BB
l − ðC̄EB

l Þ2Þ þ ĈTE
l ðC̄TB

l C̄EB
l − C̄TE

l C̄BB
l Þ þ ĈTB

l ðC̄TE
l C̄EB

l − C̄TB
l C̄EE

l Þ
þ ĈTE

l ðC̄TB
l C̄EB

l − C̄TE
l C̄BB

l Þ þ ĈEE
l ðC̄TT

l C̄BB
l − ðC̄TB

l Þ2Þ þ ĈEB
l ðC̄TE

l C̄TB
l − C̄TT

l C̄EB
l Þ

þ ĈTB
l ðC̄TE

l C̄EB
l − C̄EE

l C̄TB
l Þ þ ĈEB

l ðC̄TE
l C̄TB

l − C̄TT
l C̄EB

l Þ þ ĈBB
l ðC̄TT

l C̄EE
l − ðC̄TE

l Þ2Þ; ð36Þ

jC̄j is the determinant of the theoretical covariance matrix
[see Eq. (32)]:

jC̄j ¼ C̄TT
l C̄EE

l C̄BB
l þ 2C̄TE

l C̄TB
l C̄EB

l − C̄TT
l ðC̄EB

l Þ2
− C̄EE

l ðC̄TB
l Þ2 − C̄BB

l ðC̄TE
l Þ2; ð37Þ

and jĈj is the determinant of the observed covariance
matrix:

jĈj ¼ ĈTT
l ĈEE

l ĈBB
l þ 2ĈTE

l ĈTB
l ĈEB

l − ĈTT
l ðĈEB

l Þ2
− ĈEE

l ðĈTB
l Þ2 − ĈBB

l ðĈTE
l Þ2: ð38Þ

As a representative example for the next generation of
CMB polarization experiments, we consider the Lite
(Light) satellite for the study of B-mode polarization and
inflation from cosmic background Lite background radia-
tion detection (LiteBIRD) [85,86], selected by the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency as a strategic large class
mission. In Table I, we report the LiteBIRD-like exper-
imental specifications that we use for our forecasts. We
produce simulated data for T and E by considering the
inverse noise weighting of the central frequency channels in
Table I and by assuming that the lowest and highest
frequencies are used to separate the foreground emission
as done in Ref. [86] (see also Ref. [87]). For the B-mode
polarization (in addition to the instrumental noise), we
include the following two sources of confusion: the lensing
signal and a contribution which mimics the foreground
residuals, as also done in Ref. [88]. We compare these

LiteBIRD-like noise power spectrum NBB
l with the signal

induced by cosmic birefringence in Fig. 9. With these
settings, we consider fsky ¼ 0.7 and lmax ¼ 1350.
As a first step, we consider which constant birefringence

angle ᾱ could be detected with this LiteBIRD-like con-
figuration. We consider a covariance matrix C̄ obtained
with ᾱ ¼ f1; 0.5; 0.35; 0.2; 0.1; 0.01g deg, and using the
power spectra obtained from Eqs. (15)–(19) we estimated
for some values of χ2eff ; see Table II. The observed power
spectra Ĉl correspond to the case without cosmic birefrin-
gence (α ¼ 0). We add, both to the theoretical and to the
observed power spectra, the noise power spectra NTT

l , NEE
l ,

and NBB
l from Eq. (33); for CBB

l , we consider also the
contribution of lensing and foregrounds.

TABLE I. Experimental specification for LiteBIRD: the full
width half maximum (θFWHMν) and the detector noise levels for
different frequency channels [85,89].

ν [GHz]
θFWHMν

[arcmin]
ΔTν

[μK arcmin]
ΔPν

[μK arcmin]

78 39 9.56 13.5
89 35 8.27 11.7
100 29 6.50 9.2
119 25 5.37 7.6
140 23 4.17 5.9
166 21 4.60 6.5
195 20 4.10 5.8
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A. Limits for axionlike as early dark energy

We find that an axionlike field acting as EDE could
produce a signal similar to the detection of ᾱ ¼ 0.35 deg
[48] by taking into account the redshift dependence of the
scalar field with

gϕ ∼ 1.65 × 10−18 GeV−1; ð39Þ

assuming, as in Sec. III A, n ¼ 2, Λ ¼ 0.417 eV,
f ¼ 0.05Mpl, Θi ¼ 1, and _Θi ¼ 0. We determine this value
of gϕ by finding the Cl obtained when taking into account
the redshift dependence of the axionlike field acting as
EDE which best mimics the Cconst

l ðᾱ ¼ 0.35 degÞ in
Eqs. (15)–(19) by considering a minimization of Δχ2eff in
the presence of the lensing BB.
Let us now turn to future experiments such as LiteBIRD.

It is important to note that a LiteBIRD-like experiment can,
in principle, distinguish between the EDE signal induced

by gϕ ∼ 1.65 × 10−18 GeV−1 and Cconst
l ðᾱ ¼ 0.35 degÞ at

very high statistical significance, with χ2eff ¼ 67.3 accord-
ing to Table III. This capability of future experiments opens
up the possibility to understand the physical mechanism of
cosmological birefringence.
From Table III, we retrieve other important information.

We report a value of gϕ ∼ 1.4 × 10−19 GeV−1 as the
smallest value of the coupling which can be distinguished
by a ClðᾱÞ with ᾱ ¼ αðηrecÞ − αðη0Þ in Eq. (14) and gϕ ∼
6.0 × 10−20 GeV−1 as the 95% upper bound which a
LiteBIRD-like experiment as the one we adopt can achieve.
Our results improve those obtained in Table I in Ref. [27]

for LiteBIRD: gϕ ≃ 1.45 × 10−16 GeV−1 (considering the
power spectrum of the rotation angle Cαα

l ) and gϕ ≃ 7.8 ×
10−17 GeV−1 (considering the cross-correlation between
the rotation angle and the temperature CαT

l ). See also the
constraints for axionlike particles acting as early dark
energy discussed in Ref. [31].

B. Limits for axionlike for dark energy

In the case of an axionlike field acting as dark energy, we
find that we should consider a coupling constant of the
order of

gϕ ∼ −1.8 × 10−20 GeV−1; ð40Þ

in order to best mimic a birefringence signal
Cconst
l ðᾱ ¼ 0.35 degÞ [48], assuming M¼1.95×10−3 eV,

f¼0.265Mpl, Θi ¼ 0.25, and _Θi ¼ 0, as in Sec. III B. We
always consider a minimization of Δχ2eff in the presence of
the lensing BB.
In this dark energy case, the pseudoscalar field ϕ

becomes dynamic at late times, and, therefore, the linear
polarization angle rotates at low redshift. The power spectra
are quite similar to those obtained using the analytic

FIG. 9. Estimated noise power spectrum NBB
lν for LiteBIRD

(purple continuous line), compared with the signal induced by
gravitational lensing (black dotted line), primordial signal for
r ¼ 10−2 (black dashed line), primordial signal for r ¼ 10−3

(black dot-dashed line), signal induced by cosmic birefringence
for ᾱ ¼ �1 deg (red continuous line), and signal induced by
cosmic birefringence for ᾱ ¼ �0.1 deg (red dot-dashed line).

TABLE II. χ2eff [see Eq. (35)] for different values of ᾱ:
The theoretical power spectra are obtained using the analytic
approximation of Eqs. (15)–(19), and they are compared to the
unrotated case (α ¼ 0). We assume fsky ¼ 0.7 and lmax ¼ 1350

for LiteBIRD.

C̄l theoretical ðᾱÞ þ Nl Ĉl observedþ Nl χ2eff

Clðᾱ ¼ 1 degÞ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 3.03 × 104

Clðᾱ ¼ 0.5 degÞ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 7.57 × 103

Clðᾱ ¼ 0.35 degÞ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 3.71 × 103

Clðᾱ ¼ 0.2 degÞ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 1.12 × 103

Clðᾱ ¼ 0.1 degÞ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 3.03 × 102

Clðᾱ ¼ 0.01 degÞ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 3.03

TABLE III. Early dark energy: χ2eff [see Eq. (35)] for different
values of gϕ, at fixed n¼2, Λ¼ 0.417 eV, f¼ 0.05Mpl ¼ 1.22×

1017 GeV, Θi ¼ 1, and _Θi ¼ 0. The theoretical power spectra are
obtained using the modified version of CAMB. The observed
power spectra correspond to the case without cosmic birefrin-
gence (α ¼ 0), except the last two lines where we consider a
rotation ᾱ; see Eqs. (15)–(19). We assume fsky ¼ 0.7 and lmax ¼
1350 for LiteBIRD.

C̄l theoretical ðEDEÞ þ Nl Ĉl observedþ Nl χ2eff

Clðgϕ ¼ 8.17×10−18 GeV−1Þ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 1.10 × 105

Clðgϕ ¼ 1.51×10−18 GeV−1Þ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 3.81 × 103

Clðgϕ ¼ 4.35×10−19 GeV−1Þ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 3.21 × 102

Clðgϕ ¼ 3.5 × 10−19 GeV−1Þ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 2.09 × 102

Clðgϕ ¼ 6.0 × 10−20 GeV−1Þ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 10.5
Clðgϕ ¼ 1.65×10−18 GeV−1Þ Clðᾱ ¼ 0.35 degÞ 67.3
Clðgϕ ¼ 1.4 × 10−19 GeV−1Þ Clðᾱ ¼ 0.02 degÞ 9.62
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approximation in Eqs. (15)–(19). The smallest coupling
gϕ that a LiteBIRD-like experiment can distinguish
from Cconst

l ðᾱÞ is ∼8.0 × 10−19 GeV−1, always assuming
ᾱ ¼ αðηrecÞ − αðη0Þ. As 95% upper bound, we find gϕ ∼
9.0 × 10−22 GeV−1 (see Table IV).

C. Limits for axionlike for dark matter

For a pseudoscalar field acting as dark matter, we find
that

gϕ ∼ 1.37 × 10−14 GeV−1 ð41Þ
is needed to reproduce a signal similar to ᾱ ¼ 0.35 deg
[48] for m ¼ 10−22 eV, as in Sec. III C, by considering a
minimization of Δχ2eff in the presence of the lensing BB.
A LiteBIRD-like experiment can easily distinguish

between a birefringence signal induced by dark matter
with a coupling constant of this order of magnitude and
Cconst
l ðᾱ ¼ 0.35 degÞ at very high statistical significance

χ2eff ¼ 69.8; see Table V.
From this table, we report also a value of gϕ ∼ 7.5 ×

10−15 GeV−1 as the smallest value of the coupling which
can be distinguished by a ClðᾱÞ with ᾱ ¼ αðηrecÞ − αðη0Þ
in Eq. (14) and gϕ ∼ 8.1 × 10−16 GeV−1 as the 95% upper
bound which a LiteBIRD-like experiment as the one we
adopt can achieve.
The above results depend on the mass of the axion. If we

consider a heavier mass for the pseudoscalar field, as
m ¼ 10−20 eV, the coupling that mimics Cconst

l ðᾱ ¼
0.35 degÞ is smaller than the one reported in Eq. (41)
and is

gϕ ∼ 8.0 × 10−13 GeV−1: ð42Þ
On the contrary, for smaller masses (e.g., m ¼ 10−20 eV),
we have to consider a smaller coupling constant of the
order of

gϕ ∼ 2.7 × 10−16 GeV−1: ð43Þ

In Fig. 10, we compare the limits on the axion-photon
coupling obtained from isotropic cosmic birefringence with
the other limits present in the literature [90,91]. CMB
cosmic birefringence nicely complements other experimen-
tal and astrophysical tests [92].

D. Markov chain Monte Carlo results

We perform few exploratory runs exploring the whole
cosmological and birefringence parameter space using the
MCMC code CosmoMC [93,94]. We use the exact Wishart
likelihood with mock data generated following Eq. (35),
with an effective sky fraction of 70% for all channels T, E,
and B and including the same instrumental noise (see
Fig. 9) and foreground residuals in BB. In order to include
the full contribution of cosmic birefringence, we extended
the standard exact likelihood to include also the odd cross-
correlators TB and EB. We perform first an idealistic case
where we vary only the coupling together with the six
standard parameters of the ΛCDM: dark matter density
Ωch2, baryon density ΩBh2, angular diameter distance to
the last scattering surface θ, optical depth τ, the scalar
spectral index ns, and the amplitude of primordial fluctua-
tions As. The resulting posterior probability distribution is
shown in blue in Fig. 11, and the 68% error bar is
σðgϕMpl=2Þ ¼ 0.032with a fiducial gϕ ¼ 0 (corresponding
to jgϕj ≲ 5.3 × 10−20 GeV−1 at 2σ). Note that the degra-
dation of a factor of few in the constraints in gϕ with respect
to those quoted in Sec. IV is due to the variation of all the
cosmological parameters in the MCMC exploration.
The result above mentioned represents an ideal case,

because we have not included the uncertainty due to the
miscalibration angle related to the uncertainty in the
calibration of polarization angles. In order to account for
such uncertainty, we add an isotropic rotation of the spectra

TABLE IV. Axionlike dark energy: χ2eff [see Eq. (35)] for
different values of gϕ, at fixedM¼1.95×10−3 eV, f ¼ 0.265Mpl,

Θi ¼ 0.25, and _Θi ¼ 0. The theoretical power spectra are
obtained using the modified version of CAMB. The observed
power spectra correspond to the case without cosmic birefrin-
gence (α ¼ 0), except the last two lines where we consider a
rotation ᾱ; see Eqs. (15)–(19). We assume fsky ¼ 0.7 and lmax ¼
1350 for LiteBIRD.

C̄l theoretical ðDEÞ þ Nl Ĉl observedþ Nl χ2eff

Clðgϕ ¼ 1.8×10−20 GeV−1Þ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 3.78 × 103

Clðgϕ ¼ 5.2×10−21 GeV−1Þ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 3.15 × 102

Clðgϕ ¼ 7.2×10−21 GeV−1Þ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 6.04 × 102

Clðgϕ ¼ 9.0×10−22 GeV−1Þ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 9.4
Clðgϕ ¼ 8.0×10−19 GeV−1Þ Clðᾱ ¼ −15.7 degÞ 9.8
Clðgϕ ¼ 1.8×10−20 GeV−1Þ Clðᾱ ¼ −0.35 degÞ 0.30

TABLE V. Axionlike dark matter: χ2eff [see Eq. (35)] for
different values of gϕ, at fixed m ¼ 10−22 eV. The theoretical
power spectra are obtained using the modified version of CAMB.
The observed power spectra correspond to the case without
cosmic birefringence (α ¼ 0), except the last two lines where we
consider a rotation ᾱ; see Eqs. (15)–(19). We assume fsky ¼ 0.7
and lmax ¼ 1350 for LiteBIRD.

C̄l theoretical ðDMÞ þ Nl Ĉl observedþ Nl χ2eff

Clðgϕ ¼ 1.5 × 10−14 GeV−1Þ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 3.75 × 103

Clðgϕ ¼ 1.0 × 10−14 GeV−1Þ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 1.70 × 104

Clðgϕ ¼ 4.3 × 10−15 GeV−1Þ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 3.05 × 102

Clðgϕ ¼ 2.0 × 10−15 GeV−1Þ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 66.0
Clðgϕ ¼ 8.1 × 10−16 GeV−1Þ Clðα ¼ 0 degÞ 10.4
Clðgϕ ¼ 1.37×10−14 GeV−1Þ Clðᾱ ¼ 0.35 degÞ 69.8
Clðgϕ ¼ 7.5 × 10−15 GeV−1Þ Clðᾱ ¼ 0.17 degÞ 10.4
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due to an isotropic angle that we call αmiscalib. This mimics
the confusion created by not knowing the calibration
angle when the birefringence signal arrives at the detectors.
We vary this additional parameter assuming a Gaussian
prior. We consider two cases: optimistic with a width of
the prior of 0.00175 rad (¼ 0.1 deg ¼ 6 arcmin) and
pessimistic with a width of the prior of 0.0035 rad
(¼ 0.2 deg ¼ 12 arcmin). The resulting one-dimensional

posteriors are presented in red and black in Fig. 11; we
note how with respect to the blue ideal curve we have
a slight degradation of the constraints on the coupling

FIG. 10. Limits on the coupling constant with photons gϕ for a pseudoscalar field acting as dark matter as a function of mass m
(colored regions are excluded). The light blue dotted line corresponds to CMB birefringence of the order of 0.35 deg [48] obtained by
taking into account the redshift dependency of the birefringence angle, compared to CMB birefringence limits presented in Ref. [11]
(dark blue region) and in Ref. [29] (blue dashed line). Plot created with the AxionLimits code [91]; we refer to online documentation for
references on the other constraints.

FIG. 11. One-dimensional posterior distribution for the cou-
pling and the miscalibration angle. In blue, the ideal case where
only the coupling is considered. In red, the optimistic case with
the miscalibration angle, and in black, the pessimistic case.

FIG. 12. Two-dimensional posterior distribution for the mis-
calibration angle vs the coupling. In green the pessimistic case,
and in red the optimistic one.
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whose uncertainty increase by roughly one order of
magnitude to σðgϕMpl=2Þ ¼ 0.35 (corresponding to
jgϕj≲ 5.7 × 10−19 GeV−1 at 2σ) for the optimistic
and σðgϕMpl=2Þ ¼ 0.41 (corresponding to jgϕj≲ 6.7 ×
10−19 GeV−1 at 2σ) for the pessimistic case. Note that
the constraints on gϕ obtained by taking into account the
miscalibration angle degrade by roughly one order of
magnitude.
In Fig. 12, we show the correlation between the mis-

calibration angle and the coupling. Note that the degen-
eracy in the miscalibration angle and the coupling is not
exact as would be with the birefringence angle when the
redshift dependence of the rotation angle is neglected.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We studied isotropic cosmological birefringence induced
by a cosmological redshift-dependent pseudoscalar field
with a coupling gϕϕFμνF̃μν. We showed how time evolu-
tion of the background pseudoscalar field imprints, in
general, a nontrivial multipole dependence in the observed
CMB angular power spectra which is not captured by the
widely adopted approximation in which the redshift
dependence of the rotation angle is neglected. This effect
could be important in interpreting reported hints of bire-
fringence in the Planck CMB spectra [48,49,51,52].
Beyond considering phenomenological redshift evolution
for the rotation angle induced by a pseudoscalar field, we
also considered the theoretical prediction for early dark
energy, quintessence, and axionlike matter.
As consequences, not only the total rotation ᾱ ¼

αðηrecÞ − αðη0Þ determines the final CMB spectra, but also
when the rotation occurs compared to the main changes in
the visibility function, i.e., recombination and reionization.
Moreover, nonvanishing parity-violating effects occur also
in the particular case αðηrecÞ ¼ αðη0Þ.
Because of the nontrivial multipole dependence induced

by the redshift evolution of the pseudoscalar field, the
resulting isotropic birefringence is not degenerate with a
polarization rotation angle independent on the multipoles,
which is connected to a systematic calibration angle
uncertainty.
For the theoretical models of EDE, DE, and axionlike

DM, we estimated the size of the couplings which will be
detected by a LiteBIRD-like experiment by a χ2 calcu-
lation. Moreover, always for these models and by a χ2

calculation, we also computed at which level our theoretical
predictions can be distinguished by the widely adopted
approximation in which the redshift dependence of the
rotation angle is neglected for a LiteBIRD-like experiment.
Finally, we have explicitly shown by MCMC the reduction
of the degeneracy between the isotropic birefringence effect
for early dark energy and the miscalibration angle by
allowing all the cosmological parameters to vary, always
for a LiteBIRD-like experiment.

As a next step, we will add the effects due inhomoge-
neities in the pseudoscalar field, i.e., anisotropic birefrin-
gence, to complete the theoretical predictions of interesting
models with a pseudoscalar field, such as early dark energy,
quintessence, and axionlike matter.
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APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL
PHENOMENOLOGICAL POWER SPECTRA

In this appendix, we discuss other phenomenological
examples of redshift dependence of the linear polariza-
tion angle.
First, we consider “instantaneous rotation at present time”

(see Fig. 13). In this case, ᾱ ¼ αðηrecÞ − αðη0Þ is exactly
constant during integration along the line of sight; therefore,
the power spectra obtained using the modified CAMB code
(colored lines) exactly coincide with the Cobs

l given by the
analytic expressions in Eqs. (15)–(19) (colored regions).
The comparison between Figs. 2 and 14 assures us that

the effects on the power spectra are not dominated by the
slope of the tanh function describing the transition between
two different values of the linear polarization angle.
Instead, it is very important when this transition occurs:
The earlier in time the rotation happens, the smaller are the
effects on the power spectra.
In Fig. 4, we already showed that power spectra

are influenced by cosmic birefringence also when
ᾱ ¼ αðηrecÞ − αðη0Þ ¼ 0. In Fig. 15, we always focus
on an oscillating behavior with ᾱ ¼ 0, but we compare
different frequencies. Effects on the power spectra at
high l seem to increase at higher oscillating frequencies
[αðηÞ ¼ sinð10πxÞ and αðηÞ ¼ sinð100πxÞ], but for a linear
polarization angle oscillating extremely quickly [e.g.,
αðηÞ ¼ sinð1000πxÞ] the effects cancel out. Since the
visibility function reaches its maximum at recombination
and a second peak at reionization—see Sec. II for
more details—the overall effects highly depend on the
value of αðηÞ − αðη0Þ at these two epochs. In the case
αðηÞ ¼ sinðπxÞ, the birefringence angle is too small at
recombination to modify the source terms in Eqs. (11) and
(12), but effects are visible at reionization (lower l). On the
contrary, for αðηÞ ¼ sinð10πxÞ and αðηÞ ¼ sinð100πxÞ, the
effects at recombination (high l) are quite important, while
the effects at low l (reionization) are wiped out by the rapid
oscillations of the birefringence angle; for even faster
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FIG. 13. (a) Evolution of αðηÞ − αðη0Þ as a function of conformal time: during propagation ᾱ ¼ �1 deg (continue red and blue lines),
�0.5 deg (dashed red and blue lines), and �0.1 deg (dotted red and blue lines). In this case, the output of the modified CAMB code
(colored lines) coincides with the analytic approximations in Eqs. (15)–(19) (colored regions): (b) CEE

l − CEE
l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (c) CBB

l ,
(d) CTE

l − CTE
l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (e) CTB

l , and (f) CEB
l .

FIG. 14. Comparison between different hyperbolic tangents: (a) evolution of αðηÞ − αðη0Þ as a function of conformal time
x≡ ðη − ηrecÞ=ðη0 − ηrecÞ: αðηÞ ¼ −1=2f1þ tanh ½104ðx − 0.005Þ�g (green continuous line), αðηÞ ¼ −1=2f1þ tanh ½103ðx − 0.005Þ�g
(green dotted line), αðηÞ ¼ −1=2f1þ tanh ½104ðx − 0.25Þ�g (yellow dotted line), αðηÞ ¼ −1=2f1þ tanh ½20ðx − 0.25Þ�g (yellow dotted
line)—the CAMB visibility function gCAMB is plotted in red (on a different scale); angular power spectra obtained with the modified
version of CAMB are compared in (b) CEE

l − CEE
l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (c) CBB

l , (d) CTE
l − CTE

l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (e) CTB
l , and (f) CEB

l .
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oscillations, αðηÞ ¼ sinð1000πxÞ, the effects are deleted
also at recombination.
Finally (see Fig. 16), we compare three different

oscillating behaviors of the linear polarization angle. In

one case αðηrecÞ ¼ αðη0Þ, while in the other two cases
αðηrecÞ ≠ αðη0Þ. When there is a difference between
the value of α at recombination and today, this clearly
dominates the effects on the power spectra.

FIG. 15. (a) Evolution of the birefringence angle α as a function of conformal time x≡ ðη − ηrecÞ=ðη0 − ηrecÞ: αðηÞ ¼ sinðπxÞ (green
continuous line), αðηÞ ¼ sinð10πxÞ (green dotted line), αðηÞ ¼ sinð100πxÞ (green dot-dashed line), and αðηÞ ¼ sinð1000πxÞ (green
dotted line)—note that in all three cases αðηrecÞ ¼ αðη0Þ (ᾱ ¼ 0 deg)—the CAMB visibility function gCAMB is plotted in red (on a
different scale); (b) CEE

l − CEE
l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (c) CBB

l , (d) CTE
l − CTE

l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (e) CTB
l , and (f) CEB

l .

FIG. 16. (a) Evolution of the birefringence angle α as a function of conformal time x≡ ðη − ηrecÞ=ðη0 − ηrecÞ: αðηÞ ¼ sinð9.5πxÞ
(green continuous line, ᾱ ¼ 1 deg), αðηÞ ¼ sinð9.75πxÞ (green dotted line, ᾱ ¼ 0.71 deg), and αðηÞ ¼ sinð10πxÞ (green dashed line,
ᾱ ¼ 0 deg)—we plot for comparison also the case of a sudden rotation of �1 deg (�0.1 deg) occurring at the present time; see the
continuous (dot-dashed) red and blue lines. (b) CEE

l − CEE
l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (c) CBB

l , (d) CTE
l − CTE

l ðᾱ ¼ 0Þ, (e) CTB
l , and (f) CEB

l .
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